
Create a Sacred Container
With Your Clients

Your holding of the therapeutic container makes room for
the infinite Source of wisdom, healing, and transformation
to guide the session. These 4 clinical skills are essential to
hold space in such a way where the session becomes a
sacred exploration and transmission.

How you weave together the following skills creates a
dynamic space that is both regulating and transformative.
At any point in a session, your P.A.C.E. matters.
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P.A.C.E.
Present Moment . Awareness . Contact . Energy

Present moment is where transformation, healing, and relationship
happen. When you are able to stay present with the client in their full range
of expression, your presence invites a deepening into healing potential. As
clients talk about the past, resist the present, or loop in thought, pay more
attention to their whole being than their narratives. When you stay present
with their wholeness, don’t disregard their stories–this is not an either/or.
Simply be with them with your presence.

Awareness is healing in itself. Your awareness elevates the client’s
awareness, and this makes it possible for them to discover things about
themselves for themselves. Awareness cultivates choice, and choice
engenders transformation. With the client’s each emotion, sensation, or
impulse, invite them to bring more awareness to this aspect of their
experience. Direct them to wrap the sensation with awareness and see it,
listen to, and validate it. Invite the client’s awareness to move energy.

Contact is the essence of human life. Contact with Self is full embodiment,
and contact with “Other” is a sacred meeting of two souls. Throughout the
session, invite your client into deeper contact with themselves as you
maintain direct contact with them.

Energy is the subtle way a client holds or releases their past experiences.
Tracking the subtle energy in a session increases the potential for potent
transformation, empowerment, and clearing. As you track the client’s
energy, make sure you are tracking yours, as well. What you feel in your
own energy body during a session is your access to your deep intuition that
is beyond reason and logic.
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